THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE DUEL
The situation to be considered is one in which two players engage in a. duel where they exchange fire, each at his own rate of fire. Let A denote the player who fires first, and let the other player, B, react to A*s initial firing with a delay time of 6 seconds. Thus A fires his first shot at time t = 0 seconds and B fires his first shot at time t = 5 seconds. After their initial shots, A and B fire continuously at rates of fire of r. shots per minute and r th shots per minute, respectively. Thus the time at which A fires his p shot (denoted t .) is given by p,.A
(1) t . = -(p-l) seconds, * > p,A f A and the time t _ at which B fires his q shot is given "by q,B (2) t _, = 6 + -(q-l) seconds. * ' q,B r £ It will generally he impossible to predict with certainty the outcome of such a.
duel. The best that can be done is to determine the probabilities of the various possible outcomes of the duel. Beyond that, it may be of interest to know the probabilities that each of the possible outcomes has occurred after a specified number of shots have been exchanged. The computational model to be used to determine these probabilities will be in the language of Markov processes.
The duel ca.n be said to be in one of four states at any time. These states 1. A and B are both alive (neither has won the duel) are 2. B is dead; A is alive (A has won the duel) PROPERTY OF U.S. iffiHL SililFO BRANCH 3. A is dead; B is alive (B has won the duel) K^APS^JSJ» 2100-') k, A and B are both dead.
A player must kill his opponent while remaining alive himself to win the duel. where a.. is the probability that the duel undergoes transition from state i to state j when A alone fires a shot, b is the probability that the duel undergoes transition from state i to state j when B alone fires, and c.. is the probability that the duel undergoes transition from state i to state j when A and B fire simultaneous shots.
Let P» be the probability that A kills B on any given shot (i.e., the single shot kill probability for A when firing at B), and let P^ be the single shot kill probability for B when firing at A. Then the transition matrices can be Then S , the state vector after n transitions, is given by
S n = S 0 T, T 3 T 3 .
n'
where each T , {ü = 1, 2, .... n) is either T., T R , or T_, depending on the order in which A and B fire during the process of dueling.
To carry this analysis further, it is necessary to know the order in which the matrices T., T , and T n appear in equation 7« A has been designated as the initial firer, but, after that, the order depends on 6, r., and r . Since B i\ B fires his first shot at time t = 6, the number of shots A can fire prior to that (denoted k) is determined by the relation
where the bracket denotes the greatest integer less than x, and x is determined by equations 1 and 2 by setting then the sequence will be periodic with period X seconds. Let the rates of fire, which are assumed to be rational numbers,be expressed as follows: and
The times at which these firings take place are given by equations 1 and 2 60 /. , / r A\\ 60k ,
The difference between these two times is
Therefore the sequence is periodic with period
where A = L.C.M. (zr., zr )
• r AN , . ,"."". ,/ r Bi During each period A will fire ^(T?T) shots and B will fire ^(T?T) shots. That is, A will fire ^(2^7) = --shots, and B r B will fire \(rj) = -shots.
^60' zr.
The total number of shots, M, fired in a cycle will be given by
This establishes the maximum number of matrices in each cycle. If there are no simultaneous firings, the number of matrices will be M; of the matrices A Zrß T fl and of the matrices T . If there is a simultaneous firing in the cycle, there will be i-^~ -±\ of the matrices T A , l-^--l) of the matrices T ß , and one of the matrices T in the cycle, for a total of (M-l) matrices.
V Equation 12
can now be rewritten to express the state vector after m transition cycles (instead of after n transitions).
Because matrix multiplication is generally not commutative, it is not sufficient to know only how many of the M (or M-l) matrices in the cycle are of each type (T., T or T ), but it must be determined whether T. is T., T or T for each 0. In order to determine this firing order, the following procedure is probably since it is the product of matrices of this form. The vector S' will be rewritten m as the sura of two vectors, one of which is independent of m, and the other of which has components which approach zero a,s m increases. The z-transfonn analysis as described in Reference 1 will be used. Briefly, the z-transform can be described as follows: <P For a. sequence ff \ for which the sum E f z is finite for some value n=0 or range of values of z, this sum is called the z-transform of f and is denoted F(z). Among its properties are the following five which will be applied to the analysis of the duel. The usefulness of this method depends on how easy it is to determine vector V and matrix T from the initial duel conditions. If A fires many rounds before B fires his first, then the determination of V may become tedious. If the period A of the sequence of firers is long, it may consist of many transition matrices and the computation of T may be difficult. Indeed, in the unusual case where either r. or r._ is irrational, the sequence of firers is not periodic, and the method fails. However, in most cases of interest, both V and T will be fairly easy to compute, and therefore the method will be useful.
Three sample duels will be used to illustrate the method. Let P . be the probability that A wins the duel on his n shot. Then
Then, if n, denotes the probability that A wins the duel,
I-(I-P A )(I-P B ;
In the example, TT = * '\> s\ = .51721+
Similarly let P. ^ be the probability that B wins the duel on his m shot. Then m,B P 1,B "
(1 " P A) Now the probability that B wins, denoted n , is given "by n B= = P m,B m=l '
In the example
Since TT A + rr B . ^.p^^j + 1^1-Pj (l-P B )
the duel cannot possibly terminate in either state 1 or state U.
As a second example consider the following somewhat more complex duel situation which does not lend itself to the simple analysis used as a. check in the first example. .01063
In the first two examples the rates of fire have been integers so that z=l. In the last example this will not be the case. Let 
